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Does pre-ratification mobilization impact human rights treaty compliance? This paper tests
whether difficult human rights treaty ratification processes produce increased compliance with
human rights obligations. Countries that have abnormally contentious or difficult treaty
ratification fights are hypothesized to show improved compliance relative to other treaty ratifiers
and non-ratifiers. This is because ratification fights between civil society and the state lead to
capacity building within civil society including expertise, organization-building, and general
mobilization. To this hypothesis and the compliance literature we offer two preliminary
contributions. First, an effort to identify difficult treaty ratification fights that leverages withincountry variation in signature-to-ratification times. And second, a test of whether ratification
fights are correlated with subsequent increased compliance behavior across various regime
types. We find mixed results for the main hypothesis in which ratification fights correlate with
less average compliance for several main women’s rights, but where compliance is improved on
a general index of physical integrity rights and other political rights within more democratic
states.

In their work on human rights in Japan, Tsutsui (2017) tells of how minority activists
thought about using human rights law to contest their treatment.
The campaign started after the two Covenants (the ICCPR and ICESCR) entered into
force in 1976. The Covenants were not that well known prior to that, but their entry into
force, coupled with the fact that Japan had not ratified them, led to much attention to UN
human rights activities… [and] many incidents of social discrimination [occurred]…
[and] the [minority community] was exploring how to address these issues. It was along
these lines that global human rights emerged as possibly useful tools for the movement…
We hoped that ratification of the two Covenants by the Japanese government would
prompt legislation … which would promote human rights and reduce social
discrimination (interview quoted in (Tsutsui 2017, 38)).

For these activists the potential ratification of a human rights treaty was an intriguing tool to use
for leveraging compliance from the Japanese government. It is clear from this account of
activism that the arc of activist mobilization surrounding human rights treaties spans beyond just
mobilizing in response to a government handing activists a new political cudgel. The present
quoted study exempted, existing work on treaty compliance has largely ignored the role of
activists prior to treaty ratification, or their role in pushing for ratification is only one part in a
much longer process of establishing fundamental things like the rule-of-law and subsequent
compliance. We know rather little about the independent effects of ratification struggles.1 Even
categorizing a country’s experience with a particular ratification systematically is something that
is underdeveloped.
Does pre-ratification mobilization impact human rights treaty compliance? This paper
tests whether difficult human rights treaty ratification processes produce increased compliance
with human rights obligations. Countries that have abnormally contentious or difficult treaty
ratification fights are hypothesized to show improved compliance relative to other treaty ratifiers
and non-ratifiers. This is because ratification fights between civil society and the state lead to
capacity building within civil society including expertise, organization-building, and general
mobilization. To this hypothesis and the compliance literature we offer two preliminary
contributions. First, an effort to identify difficult treaty ratification fights that leverages withincountry variation in signature-to-ratification durations. And second, a test of whether ratification
fights are correlated with subsequent increased compliance behavior across various regime types.
We find mixed results for the main hypothesis in which ratification fights correlate with less
average compliance for several main women’s rights, but where compliance is improved on a
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general index of physical integrity rights within more democratic states. Overall, we find little
support for the theory that ratification fights universally increase subsequent compliance and in
conclusion we discuss both theoretical and methodological reasons why this may be the case.

Background

Despite frequent resistance from states human rights activists have found international
law, particularly in the form of human rights treaty law, a useful tool in the struggle to achieve
and protect human dignity (A. Brysk 1993; Clark 2001; Risse, Ropp, and Sikkink 1999, 2013;
Sikkink 2011; Simmons 2009; Tsutsui 2018; Tsutsui and Shin 2008). In most accounts of the
efficacy of human rights it is the mobilization of activists, local and abroad, that plays vital role.
Early theoretical research on human rights focused on the ways in which the normative pull of
human rights principles, mobilized by activists, interacted with restrictive political opportunities
to produce patterns of leverage politics in international affairs (Keck and Sikkink 1998).
Subsequent work showed not only that activists mobilize to use international human rights law,
but also to translate norms into the building of new international law as tools of compliance
(Clark 2001).
Considering human rights treaties and their unique effects on compliance, scholars have
established mixed, or contingent, results. Overall, Treaties concerning civil and political rights
have been shown to constrain state behavior among strong democracies (Hathaway 2002),
however, this outcome at times is further contingent on the strength, and vertical connections of,
NGOs and civil society in the country (Neumayer 2005). For both Hathaway (2002) and
Neumayer (2005) it is the mobilization of “pressure” via civil society that extracts compliance

from state parties to human rights treaties. Each suggest then that liberal democracies are more
likely to show such mobilization and thus better compliance given the stronger nature of civil
societies in established democracies. In contrast to this finding, Simmons (2009) argues that
there will be comparably little mobilization around human rights treaties given that, though the
prospect for successful mobilization is higher, the value added of winning compliance with a
treaty in a democracy is relatively little.
Mobilization of civil society plays a comparable theoretical role for those investigating
the effects of treaty ratification in authoritarian or autocratic regimes. Risse, Ropp, and Sikkink
(1999) argue that one step in moving from repression to compliance is when activist pressure
from abroad and at home pushes a regime to make “tactical concessions,” sometimes in the form
of treaty ratification. In this “spiral model” tactical concessions lead to increased mobilization
within society and, via the establishment of the rule-of-law, compliance follows. At each stage of
this model it is activist pressure and its interplay with the regime that slowly improves the
protection of human rights. However, absent this type of long-run model taking into account
complex interplay between regime and civil society, the impacts of human rights treaties show
little effect, or make conditions worse. Keith (1999) shows overall that treaties on civil and
political rights either do not impact compliance or make conditions worse. This is broadly
consistent with the findings of Hafner-Burton and Tsutsui (2007) that ratification is associated
with worse human rights conditions even where civil society is marginally stronger. There is
evidence, however, that civil society can matter across all regime types so long they are able to
interact with international NGOs and to reinforce “naming and shaming” messages. Murdie and
Davis (2012) show that the presence of human rights organizations (HROs) in-country bolsters
international criticism of the government and can improve conditions. Thus, even across regimes

with far less robust civil society mobilization, or even potential for mobilization, it is the
behavior of activists that is theorized to determine compliance or non-compliance.
If human rights treaty effects are conditioned on domestic variables, it is Simmons’
(2009) work showing that compliance is predominantly driven by treaty ratification in
transitional regimes that most influentially theorizes why. For Simmons activists play a central
role in pressuring their government to comply in transitional regimes. The fluidity of domestic
institutions combined with the presence of treaty ratification leads domestic activists to have
increased expectations that mobilization will succeed, and that the value added of compliance is
relatively large given the lack of full democracy and respect for human rights. Relative to other
regime types, activists in transitional regimes are moved to action due to these two factors,
increased opportunities or likelihood to succeed and higher expected value of mobilizing behind
a treaty. For Simmons, however, the distinction between post-ratification mobilization and preratification mobilization is left ambiguous other than to suggest that there will be more of
whatever mobilization was there before, and that this mobilization will be more efficacious given
the existence of a ratified treaty.

Why Ratification Fights Influence Compliance

As Simmons (2009) proposes, treaty ratification can spur mobilization in civil society to
call for compliance with human rights treaties. Activists and NGOs mobilize given a raised
expectation of success, and particularly in transitional regimes, because the payoff for
compliance is larger relative to already largely compliant democratic states. As activists organize
to pressure for compliance, they wield new binding treaties in the court system, they capitalize

on the raising of the issues contained in the treaty just ratified, and they build broad capacity to
press into other facets of the political system to extract compliance. Our suggestion is that
ratification fights can have comparable, if not smaller in magnitude, effects on civil society. We
suggest that under conditions of strong government resistance to ratification after the signing of
a treaty civil society will mobilize to push for ratification, thus beginning to build capacity before
ratification. Hence, adopting Simmons’ (2009) model, activists may be already mobilized in
response to state resistance (or counterforces in domestic politics) to ratification. If true, then not
all states, even among the transitional states, will have similar levels of mobilization and capacity
in civil society to contest for rights once a treaty is ratified.
We argue that the same political resistance that produces abnormally long ratification
struggles is likely to engender mobilization among activists, like those above in Japan, to push
for the ratification of treaties as political tools. In the interim time between signature and
ratification NGO member lists expand, groups train organizers, petitions gather names, activists
deepen their legal training, fundraising expands, and a myriad of other means of capacity
building takes place. We are not, however, arguing that nobody mobilizes to content rights in
other states. However, a civil society that has had to struggle hard for compliance will carry with
it greater capacity to extract post-ratification compliance relative to states where a signature
and then ratification were a fait accompli.

Data and Sampling
This project uses time-series panel data of 167 states. The observations employed in the
dataset cover the years 1966-2018 with the country/year being the main unit of coding. 1966
corresponds to the year during which the ICCPR was first signed, the first human rights treaty to

be drafted. Compliance data spans from the 1980s forward as dictated by the available years in
the CIRI (cite) dataset.
For this project, eight treaties were selected: The ICCPR, CEDAW, CERD, CAT, CPED,
CRC, the ICESCR, and the ICRMW. This selection was based on the significance of these
instruments of international law and the important number of their signatories. The timespan
starting from their drafting allows us to trace their effects and the compliance of member
countries. Further, including a range of major treaties covering various types of rights allows for
a more accurate overall picture of a country’s experience with ratification processes. The signing
and ratification years were employed to calculate the duration for each member state per treaty.
Our subsequent tests for compliance are run on four of these treaties: CEDAW, CAT, ICCPR,
and ICESCR.
The selected instruments are intended to protect various types of human rights. Thus,
determining their outcomes requires relying on different dependent variables. The CIRI Human
Rights Dataset2 contains reports on human rights practices by governments in more than 200
countries. This dataset also utilizes country/year as a unit of analysis. It contains several types of
internationally recognized human rights ranging from physical integrity rights to civil liberties
and gender equality. This resource is very useful in assessing the validity of our hypotheses. It
allows us to match each type of right to a specific treaty depending on its nature. The coding
scheme of these rights is accomplished by designating a score for each country in a particular
year. Regarding torture, for instance, a country could either be practicing it frequently (which
would rate a score of 0), practicing it occasionally (corresponding to a score of 1), or not
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practicing it at all (which would assign a score of 2 to it). CIRI contains two indices that have a
range of 0-14 for empowerment rights and 0-8 for physical integrity rights.
Furthermore, the protection of these rights differs from one state to another. It would be
inappropriate to treat the countries in bulk regardless of the nature of the regime. For instance,
authoritarian regimes have more margin to improve compared to democracies. Plus, civil society
activism varies across these regimes. To take this observation into account, the Polity IV Annual
Time-Series dataset3 was added. This enabled us to determine the characteristics of each
country's regime during a given year.

Identifying Difficult Ratification Fights
In order to identify what constitutes a difficult or contentious ratification process we
exploit within-country variation across eight human rights treaties and identify whether a given
treaty ratification process took longer than would otherwise be expected given a country’s
experience with other treaties. More specifically we run per-country one-tailed tests of statistical
difference based on the distribution of the duration between treaty signature and ratification for
up to eight treaties by country. In this section we describe the identification process and describe
the results across four human rights treaties: CEDAW, CAT, ICCPR, and ICESCR.
Our means of testing for abnormally difficult ratification fights operationalizes difficult
fights as those that are longer than normal. As stated previously, we theorize that state signatures
to treaties raise expectations among activists and civil society and engender pre-ratification
mobilization. Thus, we measure this operational definition of “abnormally long” by the durations
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of time between signature and ratification that is abnormal. In order to build this measure, we
proceed to create per-country treaty ratification duration distributions. Rather than attempt to
define “abnormally long” relative to large categories of countries such as regime type or using
multivariate modeling to generate a predicted likely duration, we model each country
individually and propose that each country’s experience with ratification is likely different. In
this way our model for each country is independent of the experience of all others. By measuring
the duration between signature and ratification across eight treaties for each country we create
unique ratification duration distributions for each state. With the elements of these distributions
we are then able to test if our four treaties of interest (CEDAW, CAT, ICCPR, ICESCR) were
abnormally long ratification processes per country by testing whether each treaty’s duration
between ratification and signature lies beyond the critical value in a one-tailed test. We set this
threshold at 95% confidence for one set of “abnormal flags” and at 90% for a second set. This
allows for the comparison between these two commonly used statistical thresholds and the way
they each perform in identifying abnormality in the ratification process. For each threshold we
generate dummy variables that flag abnormality. The following figures display the collected
dataset’s durations for each of the key treaties and shows the distribution of “normal” ratification
alongside the distribution for all those flagged as “abnormal” or difficult ratification processes.
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At a 95% confidence level CEDAW shows a total of 481 country-years in which a
country had the experience of a difficult ratification fight. That includes then all years
subsequent to the ratification year. That represents roughly 6% of all country-years in the dataset.
This higher threshold then holds that a process must be quite long in aberrant duration relative to
a country’s other treaties, yet, overall, isn’t entirely uncommon as the percentage of countryyears includes years prior to CEDAW’s existence and non-ratifiers.
At 90% confidence level CEDAW flags vastly more country-years and thus cases of
difficult ratification. CEDAW shows 1,190 country-years as abnormal at this threshold, or
roughly 15% of all observations.
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The Convention Against Torture flags slightly fewer cases than CEDAW does. At 95%
the method identifies 199 cases (2.8% of observations) of abnormal ratification duration relative
to a country’s other treaties. At 90% confidence we identify 7.33% or 521 country-years as
abnormal. To put both CEDAW and CAT in context of country-cases rather than country-years,
each country is typically in the dataset (in a relatively balanced set of panels) at 51-52 years. So
199 can be driven by just over four cases (depending on what point in time in the data the treaty
comes into existence. For both CAT and CEDAW as later treaties, frequencies such as 199 are
about 8-10 country cases.
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The “Twin-Covenants” or the ICCPR and ICESCR are the two other main treaties we
investigate here and attempt to identify difficult ratification fights for. On both of these treaties,
countries around the world cluster a bit tighter, and ratify more quickly, and therefore the more
restrictive 95% test identifies fewer cases than CEDAW and CAT, but the less strict test leaps to
identify a considerable number of cases.
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The restrictive test for abnormality at 95% flags 62 country-years as aberrant,
representing essentially only three country cases. That means that 0.84% of ratification processes
of the ICCPR are considered difficult at the threshold. In the arc of country experiences with
ratifying treaties, the ICCPR is not one they have tended to delay long in ratifying once signed.
That conclusion changes significantly when tested at the 90% threshold, as the ICCPR shows
1561 country-years at this threshold, or a bit above 20% of all country-years.
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The second half of the Twin-Covenants, the ICESCR, shows an even more limited
outcome with the more restrictive test (at 95%). This test flags a mere 3 country-years (0.04%) at
the level of confidence in abnormality, or a lone laggard case for three subsequent years. This is
one of the pitfalls of the method of using per-country distributions as if there is a particular treaty
that is commonly ratified very quickly few cases will be flagged. However, if the politics of a
treaty are such that countries ratify them rapidly after signing, or only sign when already
prepared to ratify, then our method will correctly never single it out as particularly tough; a
reasonable and accurate conclusion. Distinguishing between the two is difficult, but we suspect
that in the case of the ICESCR countries do not expect robust enforcement of the norms and
rules contained in the ICESCR. Countries may be more concerned with using ratification as a
relatively low-cost signal of type to other states and/or to domestic constituents, with little
concern with robust enforcement. Recent work on social rights compliance at least shows that
codifying social rights has little compliance effect (Bjørnskov and Mchangama forthcoming). It

is plausible that this is why the ICESCR shows so few abnormal ratifications at this restrictive
level, meaning states on average are clustered towards ratifying quickly relative to their
ratification processes on other, potentially more impactful, treaties.
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The less restrictive test does, however, betray significant numbers of abnormal
ratifications. When shifted to the 90% threshold the test flags 20% of all country-years in the
data, or roughly 1500 observations. The ICESCR is thus the most challenging of the four main
treaties we test here in terms of confidently establishing robust identification of abnormality
versus flagging many cases at somewhat arbitrary, even if commonly, chosen confidence levels.
In the analysis section we will still assess the potential impact of the ICESCR, however, in
testing for compliance effects it is worth recalling that when comparing models run drawing on
the 95% threshold to flag difficult ratification we are dealing with one lone country, and when
testing with the 90% threshold we are testing 1/5th of the entire sample as “abnormal.” Radically

different results would be expected as a lone case is unlikely to represent 1/5th of the sample
based on the anything other than pure chance.
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Thus far we have described the construction of binary, or dummy, variables to flag
abnormal ratification. Binary variables, however, can mask useful variation and so we generate
two additional variables for each of the four treaties we are testing for abnormality, both interval
level variables. For these interval level variables all ratification processes that do not cross the
critical value as defined by the confidence level are coded as zeroes. However, we are able to
retain the magnitude in terms of years of duration beyond the critical value of a ratification
process. Rather than recode away this variation we keep all variation above zero, meaning all
duration that is greater than the critical value corresponding to the confidence level in a onetailed test. So, a country that has a critical value for “abnormal” at 3.5 years and took 9 years to
ratify a treaty would have a value on these variables of 5.5. We build two interval level variables
for each of the four treaties, one set at 95% confidence and one at 90%. As we run tests of

compliance effects of ratification fights this allows us compare results to two additional models,
but also it allows us to test if more than just the existence of an abnormal fights matters. It allows
us to partly assess whether the magnitude of that abnormal ratification process matters as well.

Testing for the Impact of Pre-ratification Mobilization and Capacity Building
Before presenting the results of our tests for the effects of difficult ratification fights, we
should address why we will not model ratification and compliance separately in either a twostage regression with instruments or a form of non-parametric modeling so as to address the “do
treaties screen or constrain” debate (Simmons 2009; Simmons and Hopkins 2005; Von Stein
2005). This debate centers around the degree to which methods can separate the predictors of
ratification from those of compliance in a model. Simmons (2009) ultimately deals with this
issue by using a two-stage regression model and using instrumental variables. This isolates,
methodologically and thus theoretically, the ratification propensity or process from subsequent
compliance. In our work we are partly aiming to estimate the effects of pre-ratification events
and thus we do not make an attempt to separate the ratification process from subsequent
compliance, quite the opposite. This does, of course, mean that there are likely to be significant
self-selection effects in the outcomes as some states will ratify treaties they are already in
compliance with or ratify them as cheap talk, never expecting to be held to account. We believe
this issue is partially mitigated by the fact that cheap talk is unlikely to result in a lengthy
duration between signature and ratification in a transitional or autocratic regime, and low-risk
ratification in already compliant democracies is also unlikely to manifest as a signature and then
a lengthy ratification struggle. This does not solve the issue, but because we wish to model pre-

ratification processes as inherently part of the compliance process, we do not undertake to use
the methods mentioned above.
In each case here we model compliance using a time-series regression with lagged
dependent variables, sorted by regime type. We are thus embracing the contention in the
literature that regime type will matter for compliance with human rights treaties. We test for a
variety of outcomes (from CIRI) potentially linked to the four main treaties. For CEDAW we test
women’s political rights, women’s economic rights, and women’s social rights. Further, we test
for improvements in women’s economic rights via ICESCR ratification fights. For CAT we test
torture measures alone. For the ICCPR we test for compliance on physical integrity rights
broadly (CIRI index), disappearances, political prisoners, killings, free association rights, foreign
and domestic movement freedoms, free and fair elections, and free speech rights. For the
ICESCR we test for compliance on an index of empowerment (CIRI), and worker rights, as well
as the above mentioned test for women’s economic rights.
For each of these tests we run four models, one testing the binary abnormal flag at 95%,
one testing the binary abnormal flag at 90%, one testing the interval level abnormal variable at
95%, and one testing the interval level abnormal variable at 90%. We present the results in two
forms, regression tables in an appendix and marginal effect plots in the body of the text. The
marginals plots do not precisely reflect the exact models run in the individual regressions
because we chose to display the results across all regime types in one plot, however, the body of
the text will point out where the plot conclusion differs from the regression models we consider
to be the true test for compliance.
Our model(s) take the general form:
[Right Conditions] = β1[abnormal ratification] + β2[ratification dummy] + β3[Rights Condition Lag]

Analysis
Generally, we find mixed results in our tests of the compliance effects of ratification
fights. Here we present and discuss the major results across all our tests, and detailed results
where warranted. Consistent with Simmons (2009) observation that mobilization will have the
biggest positive effects in transitional regimes. We find that where difficult ratification fights
have a discernable impact on compliance, it is disproportionately within transitional regimes.
Where there is considerable payoff for mobilizing in transitional regimes post-ratification and
that improves compliance, we find that there is also an effect where holdout transitional regimes
ultimately have improved compliance after they ratify a treaty.
Across all regime types we find no compliance effects on women’s economic and
political rights for difficult ratification fights on CEDAW and partly the ICESCR. In fact, the
only partial finding on women’s economic rights has conditions worse in transitional regimes
with abnormal ratification. Women’s social rights, however, show inverse effects where holdout
regimes of all types, but most robustly transitional and democratic states, have worse conditions
on women’s social rights. Regimes likely resist ratification of CEDAW where there are strong
patriarchal structures and women’s movement mobilization is insufficient to overcome the
persistent resistance even after ratification. Further, all else equal, a holdout state on CEDAW
likely has worse starting social conditions for women and thus catching up and surpassing
regular ratifiers is a difficult task. To our main hypothesis that the capacity building effects of
difficult ratification will lead to better compliance, women’s social rights poses the most clear
and consistent challenge of an inverse finding.
Across a range of low-stakes political rights, from a less-than-democratic regime’s
perspective, we find that difficult ratification fights are associated with better respect for those

rights. In transitional regimes especially we find that movement rights (domestic and foreign),
free speech rights, and rights of free association are improved in cases of difficult ratification
fights. We attribute this as being supporting of our hypothesis that difficult fights will build
capacity for compliance in civil society and transitional or autocratic regimes are more willing to
reform slightly on these types of rights as they are less likely to threaten the regime relative to
abandoning tools of physical repression. Where regimes are using disappearances and torture, we
see less of an impact other than mild (inconclusive) effects on autocratic regimes.
We find, overall, that within democratic regimes a difficult ratification fight is associated
with worse conditions. Democracies that have resisted ratification, while having open societies
conducive to mobilizing, are both likely to continue resisting compliance relative to other
democratic ratifiers and also as Simmons (2009) suggests the value added of mobilizing for
compliance in a democracy is lower. The combination of these two conditions may explain why
democracies show considerable inverse effects between difficult ratification fights and
compliance.

Compliance Effects of Difficult Ratificaion Fights
Regime Type
Issue
Women's Political Rights
Women's Political Rights at 90%
Women's Political Rights Interval
Women's Political Rights Interval 90%
Women's Economic Rights
Women's Economic Rights 90%
Women's Economic Rights Interval
Women's Economic Rights Interval 90%
Women's Social Rights
Women's Social Rights 90%
Women's Social Rights Interval
Women's Social Rights Interval 90%
Women's Economic Rights
Women's Economic Rights 90%
Women's Economic Rights Interval
Women's Economic Rights Interval 90%
Torture
Torture 90%
Torture Interval
Torture Interval 90%
Physica Integrity Rights
Physica Integrity Rights 90%
Physica Integrity Rights Interval
Physica Integrity Rights Interval 90%
Disappearance
Disappearance 90%
Disappearance Interval
Disappearance Interval 90%
Political Prisoners
Political Prisoners 90%
Political Prisoners Interval
Political Prisoners Interval 90%
Free Association Rights
Free Association Rights 90%
Free Association Rights Interval
Free Association Rights Interval 90%
Foreign Movement
Foreign Movement 90%
Foreign Movement Interval
Foreign Movement Interval 90%
Domestic Movement
Domestic Movement 90%
Domestic Movement Interval
Domestic Movement Interval 90%
Free Speech Rights
Free Speech Rights 90%
Free Speech Rights Interval
Free Speech Rights Interval 90%
Free Elections
Free Elections 90%
Free Elections Interval
Free Elections Interval 90%
Extrajudicial Killing
Extrajudicial Killing 90%
Extrajudicial Killing Interval
Extrajudicial Killing Interval 90%
Empowerment Index
Empowerment Index 90%
Empowerment Index Interval
Empowerment Index Interval 90%
Worker Rights
Worker Rights 90%
Worker Rights Interval
Worker Rights Interval 90%

Autocracy
Transitional
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
Worse Conditions
x
x
x
x
x
x
Worse Conditions
Worse Conditions
x
x
x
Worse Conditions
x
Worse Conditions
Dropped
Dropped
x
x
Dropped
Dropped
x
x
Worse Conditions
x
x
x
Worse Conditions
x
Better Conditions
Better Conditions
Better Conditions
Better Conditions
x
Better Conditions
Better Conditions
Better Conditions
x
x
Better Conditions
Better Conditions
x
x
Better Conditions
Worse Conditions
x
x
Better Conditions
Worse Conditions
x
Better Conditions
Better Conditions
Worse Conditions
x
Better Conditions
x
Better Conditions
x
x
x
Better Conditions
x
x
Better Conditions
Better Conditions
x
x
Better Conditions
Better Conditions
x
Better Conditions
x
Better Conditions
x
x
x
Better Conditions
Better Conditions
Better Conditions
Better Conditions+
Better Conditions
x
Better Conditions
Better Conditions+
Better Conditions
x
Better Conditions
Worse Conditions
Better Conditions
x
Better Conditions
Worse Conditions
Better Conditions
x
x
Better Conditions
x
Better Conditions
x
Better Conditions
x
x
Better Conditions
Dropped
Dropped
x
x
x
x
x
x
Dropped
Dropped
Better Conditions (close) x
x
x
Better Conditions
x

Democracy
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
Worse Conditions
x
Worse Conditions
x
Dropped
Better Conditions
Dropped
x
Better Conditions
x
Better Conditions
x
Worse Conditions
Better Conditions
Worse Conditions
x
Worse Conditions
x
Worse Conditions
x
x
x
x
x
Worse Conditions
x
Worse Conditions
x
Better Conditions
x
Better Conditions
x
Worse Conditions
x
Worse Conditions
x
Worse Conditions
Better Conditions
Worse Conditions
x
x
Better Conditions
x
x
Worse Conditions
Worse Conditions
Worse Conditions
Worse Conditions
Dropped
Better Conditions
x
x
Dropped
Better Conditions
x
Better Conditions

B= better conditions
W = worse conditions
x = Null
Dropped = No Abnormal in Model
* tests for sig at p<.10

Conclusions and Extensions
In sum, our findings are encouraging in that we see some outcomes that are both
consistent with our hypothesis of civil society capacity building due to ratification struggles and
subsequent compliance. Extensions and revisions fall into two general categories for us,
revisiting the statistical identification of ratification fights and explaining divergent or mixed
results in compliance. Revising the method of detecting difficult fights would benefit from
addition empirical checks. Given that the more restrictive model at 95% often flags between 6-20
state treaty ratifications, these are qualitatively verifiable. The combination of not just case study
work, but also “putting qualitative flesh on the quantitative bones” so we can cross-check the
performance of the model at stage one. Deeper qualitative work to explain and explore the
mechanism of capacity building would be useful along the way to this first goal of revision.
Second, the very mixed results in terms of compliance outcomes suggest a few things. That
revision in step one of better identification of difficult ratification can increase confidence in
finding theoretical explanations for results in step two tests of compliance. Our ability to theorize
from the results is partly limited based on the models we run because depending on the
confidence level set, or binary versus interval level difficult ratification flags, many results not
only disappear but also reverse. This means that at stage one the shift of confidence level is often
bringing in very different types of states as difficult ratifiers. Looking more closely at individual
cases will help us to sort out which threshold performs best in finding genuinely contentious and
difficult ratification fights.
However, the findings are encouraging as it moves us significantly down the path of
beginning to theorize about the effects of ratification processes and the variation to be found
within them.
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